Two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) coexists with topological states on the surface of topological insulators (TIs), while the origin of the 2DEG remains elusive. In this work, electron density in TI thin films (Bi 2 Se 3 , Bi 2 Te 3 , and their alloys) were manipulated by controlling the density of electronically active native defects with particle irradiation. The measured electron concentration increases with irradiation dose but saturates at different levels for Bi 2 Se 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 . The results are in quantitative agreement with the amphoteric defect model, which predicts that electronically active native defects shift the Fermi energy (E F ) toward a Fermi stabilization level (E FS ) located universally at ß4.9 eV below the vacuum level. Combined with thickness-dependent data, it is demonstrated that regardless of the bulk doping, the surface E F is always pinned at E FS , producing a band bending and 2DEG on TI film surfaces. Our work elucidates native defect physics of TIs with a model universally applicable to other semiconductors and has critical implications for potential device applications of TIs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological insulators (TIs) are of great interest owing to the topologically protected gapless surface states [1, 2] . The novel topological surface states have been extensively studied, and their existence has been experimentally confirmed by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [3, 4] , scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [5, 6] , and corresponding transport measurements [7, 8] . Furthermore, they have the possibility of hosting novel physical phenomena, including Majorana fermions [9] , magnetic monopoles [10] , and quantum anomalous Hall effect [11] , as well as promising applications in spintronics and quantum computing. Bi 2 Se 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 are representative examples of such three-dimensional TIs, and their ternary alloys Bi 2 (Se 1-x Te x ) 3 have also been demonstrated to display TI properties [12] .
More recently, the coexistence of two distinctive types of surface conducting channels has been observed in both Bi 2 Se 3 [13, 14] and Bi 2 Te 3 [15, 16] , with one being Dirac electrons from the topological state and the other from a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). The latter has been often attributed to a conventional band-bending effect, without specifying its physical origin. As another possible explanation, an epitaxial bismuth bilayer (Bi 2 ) on top of bulk TIs has been hypothesized [17] and experimentally revealed by STM imaging [18] . However, the Bi bilayer formation was spatially nonuniform and triggered only by thermal activation; thus, it cannot support the spontaneous formation of 2DEG universally observed in this family of TIs.
In this paper, we present the first experimental evidence that the 2DEG in TIs is directly related to unavoidable native defects and associated dangling bonds present on the surface. The defect-induced pinning of surface Fermi energy was revealed through a combination of irradiation experiments, where we intentionally generate native defects in the bulk, and theoretical analysis, in terms of a widely applied defect model. In exploiting the unique properties of Tis, it is often necessary to interface them with other materials. Thus, this demonstration of native-defect-induced 2DEG on TIs is a significant step toward better understanding of the topological states and has important implications for applications of TIs in practical devices.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Thin films of Bi 2 Se 3 , Bi 2 Te 3 and their ternary alloys were grown on semi-insulating GaAs (001) substrates with molecular beam epitaxy [19] . The composition of ternary compounds was controlled by varying Se 2 and Te 2 beam fluxes to cover the entire composition range. After growth, the thickness and composition of TI films were precisely determined by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry, while the crystal structure was characterized by high resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) and ion channeling. X-ray diffraction measurements reveal the high crystal quality of these TI films with preferred crystal orientation along the c axis [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The existence of topological surface states in these films was confirmed by ARPES measurements [20] .
Native point defects in the TI films were generated by irradiating the samples with energetic ions. In order to compare the degree of irradiation damage (and hence the density of generated native defects) by different species of ions, the displacement damage dose (D behind uniform damage throughout the film in both depth and lateral directions. SRIM predicts that the distribution of defect concentration is relatively uniform along the depth of TI films, even in the thickest 116-nm Bi 2 Te 3 sample [ Fig. 1(c) ]. It was also confirmed that electrically, the semi-insulating GaAs substrate still remains highly insulating after the irradiation, so we can confine our discussion to irradiation-induced native defects in the TI films. The XRD pattern in Fig. 1(a) confirms that the high crystal quality of the film is still retained even after irradiation with the highest D d = 1.1 × 10 17 MeV/g, corresponding to Ne + irradiation with a high dose of 1.5 × 10 15 cm −2 . All diffraction peaks indeed remain sharp, although the full-width at half-maximum of the rocking curve is slightly increased from 0.27 to 0.39°, as seen in Fig. 1(b) . This is a clear indication that irradiation within the doses used in our work generates only native point defects (vacancies and interstitials) in the TI films and does not cause amorphization or formation of substantial amounts of extended defects. Figure 2 shows the evolution of electrical transport properties of Bi 2 Se 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 , as native defects are introduced by irradiation, determined by room-temperature Hall effect measurements with a 0.6 T magnetic field in the van der Pauw configuration. The concentration of free electrons (n) in both binary TIs increases with increasing D d , as shown in Fig. 2(a) ; the irradiation-induced native defects behave as donors in these narrow band-gap semiconductors. Accordingly, electron mobility is generally reduced due to increasing scattering events from the ionized native defects acting as charged scattering centers [ Fig. 2(c) ]. Assuming that surfaces already are already saturated with a high density of native defects associated with dangling bonds, the decrease of measured mobility is mainly caused by a decrease in the bulk mobility upon irradiation. We note that our measured room-temperature mobilities in pristine films are consistent with report values in literature [22, 23] . With a further increase in damage dose, however, n ultimately saturates at a characteristic concentration (n sat ) that differs by more than an order of magnitude between Bi 2 Se 3 (n sat ß 3 × 10 19 cm −3 ) and Bi 2 Te 3 (n sat ∼ 4 × 10 20 cm −3 ). Regardless of film thicknesses that lead to different pristine n, the electron concentration is observed to saturate approximately at the same level [ Fig. 2(b) ]. This means that n sat is an intrinsic property of the material, corresponding to a Fermi-level (E F ) stabilized at a specific energy position. We also note that D d required to achieve the carrier saturation is proportional to film thickness due to greater bulk contribution in thicker films.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
These observations can be well understood within the amphoteric defect model (ADM) developed based on E Fdependent formation energy of native defects [24] . ADM predicts that the formation energy and the type (donor or acceptor) of dominant native defects in a semiconductor is controlled by the location of E F relative to a nearly universal energy level located at about 4.9 eV below the vacuum level, termed the Fermi stabilization level (E FS ). Thus, donorlike (or acceptorlike) native defects are predominantly formed when E F < E FS (E F > E FS ). Consequently, for sufficiently high defect concentration, E F stabilizes at E FS , where the formation energies and incorporation rates of donorlike defects become equal to those of acceptorlike. The ADM concept with the universal E FS has been successfully applied to a wide range of elemental and compound semiconductors [25] . Therefore, the location of E F relative to the known E FS is a key parameter to gauge electronic properties of native defects. First, the energies of band edges in Bi 2 Te 3 can be deduced from its intrinsic band gap (E G 0 = 0.17 eV) [26] and the work function (φ) of 5.3 eV measured in p-type Bi 2 Te 3 when E F is located at its valence-band maximum (VBM) [27] . As visualized in Fig. 3(a) , E FS ∼ 4.9 eV is then situated deep inside the conduction band of Bi 2 Te 3 . Therefore, in our moderate n-type Bi 2 Te 3 samples, E F < E FS and donorlike native defects are predominantly generated during irradiation, shifting E F up toward E FS . Eventually, as shown in Fig. 2 , the electron concentration saturates at n sat when E F reaches E FS . Similar effects have been observed in other compound semiconductors with large electron affinity (χ ), such as InN [28, 29] and CdO [30, 31] . On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, the electron affinity of Bi 2 Se 3 has not been experimentally determined yet. However, following the argument of ADM, we can use our results on the irradiation induced saturation of electron concentration to determine its electron affinity.
A quantitative determination of the band offset can be made using the ADM under the condition that E F = E FS when n = n sat . The relationship between n and E F is given by [32] ,
where the electron energy E C is related to wave vector k via the nonparabolic dispersion by solving Kane's two-band model [33] ,
Here, E P is an energy parameter related to the interaction momentum matrix element and approximately determined through the k · p result,
We have also taken into account the conduction-band renormalization effects at high n due to electron-electron interaction ( E e−e ) and electron-ionized impurity interaction ( E e−i ), given by the following expression [34] :
where k F = (3π 2 n) 1/3 is the Fermi wave vector,
1/2 is the Thomas-Fermi screening wave vector, ε S is the static dielectric constant, and a B is the Bohr radius (angstrom). We note that even at n = n sat ∼ 4 × 10 20 cm −3 , the renormalization-caused downshift of conduction-band minimum (CBM) is equal to only ß0.024 eV (hence, E G narrows to 0.146 eV) in Bi 2 Te 3 ; this is due to the large ε S of 290 [35] and to the multiplicity of the effective conduction-band valleys (N = 12) that include the secondary conduction-band edges located very close to CBM [36] . With our measured n and literature value of m * e /m 0 ∼ 0.07 in Bi 2 Te 3 [36] , E F relative to CBM is calculated as a function of D d [ Fig. 3(b) ]. The results are in quantitative agreement with ADM in that E F stabilizes exactly at E FS = 4.9 eV at high irradiation doses. Using the universality of E FS among different materials, the same quantitative treatment is applied to Bi 2 Se 3 , with parameter values found in literature (ε S = 13,N = 1, and m * e /m 0 ∼ 0.13) [35, 37, 38] , and the results are presented in Fig. 3 . With this ADM approach, χ of Bi 2 Se 3 is found to be ß5.06 eV, giving a VBM of ß0.08 eV lower than that of Bi 2 Te 3 , thus forming a type-I band offset between Bi 2 Se 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 . This ADM-enabled quantitative treatment for Bi 2 Se 3 (Bi 2 Te 3 ) is in good agreement with the reported downward band bending of 0.13 eV (0.23 eV) caused by 2DEG when E F in the bulk is located close to the CBM [15, 39] .
The successful application of ADM has an important implication for understanding the origin of 2DEG on the TI surfaces. ADM predicts that E F on natural surfaces of semiconductors is pinned at E FS due to abundant surface defects and dangling bonds with similar origin and properties as the native bulk defects. This prediction has been confirmed by the observed dependence of Schottky barrier height on semiconductor band-edge locations [40] , as well as the formation of 2DEG in the accumulation layer in semiconductors having a CBM below E FS (e.g., InN [41] and CdO [30] ). In both cases, there was good agreement between the location of E F on the surface and E F in the bulk of heavily irradiated materials, potentially correlating the irradiation results to previously reported 2DEG formation by metal deposition [42] . To confirm the correlation between bulk and surface Fermi level stabilization energy, we have measured the thickness dependence of the electron concentration and mobility measured in as-grown Bi 2 Te 3 and Bi 2 Se 3 films. As shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) , the electron concentrations increase with decreasing thickness and tend toward n sat in the low thickness limit in both materials. In contrast, the mobilities decrease with a decreasing sample thickness, but again they converge on the mobility values measured in thick, heavily irradiated materials. The electrical properties of thick samples are determined by the bulk with negligible contribution from the surface-interface layers. The bulk contribution decreases with decreasing film thickness, and in the limit of very thin samples, their electrical properties are determined by charge transport in the surface-interface layers. The observed clear tendency for both electron concentration and mobility to converge on the values of heavily irradiated thick samples confirms that E F on the surface-interface of the studied TIs is pinned at E FS , leading to accumulation of electrons and formation of the 2DEG.
To further show the difference between Bi 2 Se 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 , the ternary alloy system Bi 2 (Se 1-x Te x ) 3 in the full composition range (0 ࣘ x ࣘ 1) was also investigated with He 2+ and Ne the stabilization of n at sufficiently high irradiation doses corresponding to the condition of E F = E FS . Figure 4( 
IV. SUMMARY
In conclusion, high-energy particle irradiation was used to show that intentionally introduced native defects tend to stabilize the Fermi level in the conduction band in TIs Bi 2 Se 3 , Bi 2 Te 3 and their alloys. The measured electron density and mobility saturate with the Femi level stabilization at high doses of irradiation and is a trend that is also observed with decreasing thickness in pristine films. This indicates that the defects and dangling bonds abundant on the surface and/or interfaces will result in formation of electron accumulation layers and 2DEG. The finding explains difficulties in previous attempts to decouple electrical properties of TIs and has important implications for potential applications that utilize the unique dispersion relation of the topological states on the surface of these materials. 
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